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Abstract We study the impact of estimating offsets within GNSS position time series on the uncertainties of site velocity estimates. Site velocity uncertainties are estimated by assuming different observational noise types, including white noise, fractal white noise, flicker noise, first-order Gauss-Markov noise, random walk, fractal random walk, and mixture of flicker noise, and white noise. For each noise type, we assess the sensitivity of the velocity uncertainty to offsets numerically by computing the inflation rate of the uncertainty as the number of offset parameters increases. We show that the sensitivity reduces when the noise becomes more temporally correlated. For the mixture of flicker noise plus white noise, which has been concluded as an appropriate noise model for the majority of current GNSS position time series, the rate uncertainty increases by about 11% as the number of offset parameters doubles from 1 to 2 provided that the white noise does not dominate the flicker noise. Based on the analysis of the Plate Boundary Observatory position time series, we find that adding one additional offset parameter would increase the median velocity standard deviation by 14%, consistent with the result of the simulation study. Such increase is much smaller than the conclusion of a 40% by a previous study. Therefore, given the noise characteristics of current GNSS site position estimates, position offsets have limited impact on uncertainties of site velocity estimates. This result implies that improving instrumentation, even though may introduce position offsets, is the best approach for improving reference frame stability.

1. Introduction

Accurate estimation of GNSS site velocities and their uncertainties is essential for many geodetic and geophysical applications, including global/regional reference frame realization, plate tectonic deformation, glacial isostatic adjustment, and crustal loading deformation (Bock and Melgar, 2016; Herring et al., 2016). Typically, the site velocity is estimated by least squares fitting a linear trend to the position time series, in which offsets (i.e., “discontinuity” or “step”) commonly exist due to either natural (e.g., earthquakes and environmental changes) or artificial (e.g., equipment changes, changes in processing strategy, and human errors) causes. In a typical GPS position time series, the occurrence frequency of position offsets ranges from 1 per year to 1 per 19 years (Griffiths and Ray, 2016; Williams, 2003a). It has been known that the unmodeled offsets can bias the site velocity estimate (Gazeaux et al., 2013; Williams, 2003a). In order to avoid the otherwise induced bias in the velocity estimate, the parameters representing offsets need to be simultaneously estimated with the velocity parameter in a least squares estimation.

Including offset parameters in site velocity estimation increases the estimated site velocity uncertainty and thus degrades the stability of the global and regional reference frame realizations. However, the occurrence of position offsets is almost certain due to the processes such as earthquakes and site maintenance. In addition, while some offsets in the time series can be identified either from the site maintenance logs or earthquake catalogs, many offsets remain unidentified reflecting missing log entries or other unknown causes. For example, in the second reprocessing by the International GNSS Service (IGS) (Rebischung et al., 2016), the percentages of the offsets due to equipment changes, earthquakes, and unknown causes are 49%, 31%, and 20% of the total 2,090 detected offsets, respectively (Griffiths and Ray, 2016). It is thus possible that the continuous improvement in offset detection methods would further increase the number of detected
offsets in continuous GNSS position time series (Griffiths and Ray, 2016). It is important to understand the impact of the possible addition of offsets during future reprocessing of global and regional reference stations.

The effect of position offsets on estimated site velocity uncertainties depends not only on the offset epochs within the time series but also on the noise type of the site position time series (Williams, 2003b). It has been long recognized that the noise in GPS site position time series is temporally correlated (Langbein and Johnson, 1997; Mao et al., 1999; Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 1997) due to various factors such as unmodeled physical processes, orbital errors, atmospheric errors, monument instability, and multipath. Zhang et al. (1997) analyzed 1.6-year time series of daily positions from 10 GPS sites belonging to the Southern California Permanent GPS Geodetic Array and found significant temporal correlations in all the time series, which can be described by either a fractal white noise model with the spectral index of about 0.4 ± 0.2 or a white noise plus flicker noise model. Mao et al. (1999) analyzed the position time series of 3-year length from 23 globally distributed GPS stations and concluded that a white noise plus flicker noise model best characterizes all three components of the site coordinates. Williams et al. (2004) examined a total of 954 continuous GPS position time series whose lengths vary from 16 months to 10 years and concluded that the global solutions are best described by a white noise plus flicker noise model, while the regional solutions have power law spectra with highly variable spectral indices. Santamaría-Gómez et al. (2011) analyzed position time series 2.5 to 13 year long from 275 globally distributed stations and found the best noise model is a combination of white noise and flicker noise with mean amplitudes of 2 mm and 6 mm yr⁻¹, respectively.

Until recently, position time series analysis typically assumed temporally uncorrelated noise, that is, white noise, due to practical difficulties in incorporating certain correlated noise models into the estimation, as well as the significantly increased demand for computational power if the temporal correlation would be considered. Nevertheless, not only does the white noise assumption lead to an overoptimistic estimate of site velocity uncertainty, it also miscalculates the impact of offsets on the estimated site velocity uncertainty. Williams (2003a) examined the effect of offsets on the estimated velocity uncertainty, analytically for white noise and random walk (RW) noise, and numerically for flicker noise. He found that when the observational noise is assumed as white noise and N offsets are evenly distributed within a position time series, the estimated velocity uncertainty is highly sensitive to the occurrence of offsets, increasing by a factor of N + 1 when compared with the “offset-free” uncertainty. In contrast, neither the number nor the position of offsets significantly affects the estimated velocity uncertainty if the observational noise is RW. For the case of flicker noise, the effect of offsets on the velocity uncertainty is between the two end-members (Williams, 2003a). The effects of other types of noise processes and their mutual comparisons are yet unknown.

The noise contents of GNSS position time series are usually different site by site, and there is no universal noise model that is applicable to all the position time series. Current studies have shown that, although the combination of white noise plus flicker noise is the preferred noise model for the majority of the position time series, some stations can be better described by other models, including general power law model, Gauss-Markov model, and even RW (Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2011). The actual sensitivity of velocity uncertainty to offsets thus needs to be assessed on a site-by-site basis. The diverse noise types require identifying the determinant of the sensitivity and quantifying the dependence of the sensitivity on it.

In this study, in order to understand the impact of estimating offsets on the uncertainties of site velocity estimates, we develop a numerical method to assess the sensitivity of the velocity uncertainty estimate to offsets for different noise models and further determine the analytical dependence of the sensitivity on the deterministic indices characterizing the noise, including the correlation length of first-order Gauss-Markov (FOGM) model, the spectral index of power law noise, and the amplitude ratio between the flicker noise and white noise of a mixed model. This analysis enables the quantification and comparison of the sensitivities among different types of observational noise. In addition, we assess the sensitivity by analyzing actual GPS position time series. The sensitivity reflects the impact on reference frame stability when more position offsets would be detected or when new offsets occur. Since many offsets are induced by necessary site maintenance and updates, the sensitivity analysis has important practical implication for the operation and maintenance of continuous GNSS reference stations in order to meet the requirements on the accuracy and stability of future reference frame realizations.
2. Method

2.1. Power Law Noise Model

A common statistical model in geophysics is the power law noise whose power spectrum has the form

$$P_s(f) = P_0 \left( \frac{f}{f_0} \right)^\kappa,$$

where $f$ refers to frequency, $P_0$ and $f_0$ are normalization constants, and $\kappa$ is called spectral index whose value typically is in the range of $-3 < \kappa < 1$ for geophysical phenomena (Agnew, 1992; Williams, 2003b; Zhang et al., 1997). The more negative the value of $\kappa$, the more dominant the low-frequency components are and thus more temporally correlated the noise is. The power law noise model is a RW when $\kappa = -2$, flicker noise when $\kappa = -1$, and white noise when $\kappa = 0$. The process is termed fractal RW when $-3 < \kappa < -1$ (Mandelbrot and Ness, 1968) and fractal white noise when $-1 < \kappa < 1$. The processes with $|\kappa| < 1$ are stationary. The noise with $\kappa \neq 0$ is temporally correlated and called red noise when $\kappa < 0$ and blue noise when $\kappa > 0$.

2.2. Velocity Uncertainty Estimation

The following regression model is typically adopted for analyzing site position time series:

$$y_t = c + r \cdot t + \sum_{i=1}^{K} b_i \cdot p_i + a_1 \cdot \cos 2\pi f_0 t + a_2 \cdot \sin 2\pi f_0 t + e_t,$$

where $y_t$ is the site position coordinate observed at time $t$, having random observational noise $e_t$, and $f_0=1$ cpy ("cycle per year"). The parameters to be estimated include the constant term $c$, the linear velocity $r$, the annual amplitudes $a_1$ and $a_2$, and the magnitudes of total $K$ offsets, which are denoted by $b_i (i = 1, \ldots, K)$. The Heaviside step function $p_i$ is defined as

$$p_i = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } t < t_i \\ 1 & \text{if } t \geq t_i \end{cases},$$

where $t_i$ is the occurrence epoch of the $i$th offset. This is a general model that is applicable to both horizontal and vertical components. We thus do not discriminate among different position coordinate components.

Given the covariance matrix ($C_y$) of the observational noise, the least squares estimate of the unknown vector $\hat{x} = [c, r, \hat{a}_1, \hat{a}_2, \hat{b}_1, \ldots, \hat{b}_K]^T$ is

$$\hat{x} = [A^T C_y^{-1} A]^{-1} A^T C_y^{-1} y,$$

and the posterior covariance matrix for the estimates is

$$C_\hat{x} = [A^T C_y^{-1} A]^{-1},$$

where

$$y = [y_1, \ldots, y_n]^T,$$

and

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & t_1 & \cos 2\pi f_0 t_1 & \sin 2\pi f_0 t_1 & p_1 & \ldots & p_K \\ 1 & t_2 & \cos 2\pi f_0 t_2 & \sin 2\pi f_0 t_2 & p_1 & \ldots & p_K \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ 1 & t_n & \cos 2\pi f_0 t_n & \sin 2\pi f_0 t_n & p_1 & \ldots & p_K \end{bmatrix}.$$
The ratio of 5:3 has been suggested by Mao et al. (1999) based on the analysis of the observations from 23 globally distributed GPS stations. For each noise type, the specific parameter values are chosen so that we have sufficient samples to fit an analytical expression (see following discussions).

Given their covariance matrix $C_e$, the noise time series are synthesized by following the procedure described in section 2.3. For each noise type, we synthesize 400 noise time series, each one a decade long and with a daily sampling rate. In order to keep the statistical characters of the synthetic time series from different noise models consistent, we compute the root-mean-square (RMS) scatters for each simulated time series and scale the noise generating parameters so that the mean RMS of the 400 simulated time series equals 1 mm. The initial noise covariance matrix, which has been used to synthesize the original noise time series, is then normalized by using the same scale factor. In this way, we can obtain the covariance matrices for decade-long random errors, which are of different types, but have statistically equal RMS scatters in time. The velocity uncertainties associated with various noise models are then derived by using the normalized covariance matrices based on equation (5).

When the velocity is estimated together with offset magnitudes by least squares assuming the noise term is white noise, the maximum velocity uncertainty occurs when the offsets are evenly spaced over the entire time series (Williams, 2003b). This is still true when the annual terms are included in the estimation as well, except in the case that offsets occur annually. The annual occurrence of offsets prevents the precise estimation of annual signals and consequently degrades the precision of the velocity estimate. Based on our experiment, the estimated velocity uncertainty is exceptionally inflated by the annual occurrence of offsets, and this case will not be discussed in this study. In order to maximize the impact of estimating offsets on the standard deviation of the velocity estimate, we add parameters representing evenly spaced offsets within the decade-long time series for the estimation. We sequentially increase the number of offset parameters from 0 (“offset free”) to 21 and estimate the velocity uncertainty at each step. The case of nine offset parameters is excluded because of the annual occurrence rate. The sensitivities of the velocity uncertainties to the addition of offset parameters are then compared among different noise models.

### 2.3. Colored Noise Realization

The noise time series $e_t$ can be realized based on the eigen-decomposition of its covariance matrix $C_e$ (Golub & Van, 2013):

$$C_e = V \cdot D \cdot V^T,$$

where $D$ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and each column of $V$ is an eigenvector. If $w$ represents a column vector of independent and identically distributed (IID) gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance, the product $e = V \cdot D^{1/2} \cdot w$ creates a realization of the noise described by the given covariance matrix, since

$$C_e = \langle e \cdot e^T \rangle = \langle V \cdot D^{1/2} \cdot w \cdot w^T \cdot D^{1/2} \cdot V^T \rangle = V \cdot D^{1/2} \cdot \langle w \cdot w^T \rangle \cdot D^{1/2} \cdot V^T = V \cdot D \cdot V^T = C_e,$$

where the angle brackets $\langle \rangle$ denotes the expectation or infinite ensemble average and $I$ is an identity matrix.

For a stationary noise process, its covariance matrix $C_e$ can be conveniently constructed based on its autocorrelation function defined below (often the definition we use below is called the autocovariance function with autocorrelation referring to the autocovariance normalized by the variance of the process). An autocorrelation function, or simply correlation function, is defined for any noise process $e_t$ as

$$\phi_e(t, \tau) = \langle e_t \cdot e_{t+\tau} \rangle = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T/2}^{T/2} e_t \cdot e_{t+\tau} dt.$$  

For a stationary process, the correlation function becomes invariant to the time shift $\tau$ and thus independent of time $t$, that is, $\phi_e(t, \tau) = \phi_e(\tau)$. In addition, the Fourier transform of the correlation function gives the power spectral density function (or simply power spectrum) of the stationary process:

$$P_e(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \phi_e(\tau) \cdot e^{-i2\pi f \tau} d\tau,$$

and the inverse transform reverts to the correlation function:

$$\phi_e(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_e(f) \cdot e^{i2\pi f \tau} df.$$  
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Therefore, the correlation function of a stationary noise process can also be obtained from the power spectrum of the process.

However, the power spectrum of the power law noise, as given in equation (1), is not integrable unless $|\kappa| < 1$ and therefore, strictly speaking, does not constitute a valid power spectrum in the theory of stationary stochastic processes. For $\kappa \leq -1$, the lack of integrability resulting from the rapid increase at low frequency is called "infrared catastrophe" (Wornell, 1993). In fact, the stochastic process is stationary when $\kappa > -1$ and nonstationary when $\kappa < -1$ Kasdin (1995, and references therein). For nonstationary processes, the correlation function as defined in equation (10) depends not only on the time interval $\tau$ but also on the time $t$, and the power spectrum of the process is not defined. Thus, in the expression of the power spectrum for power law noise, an apparent contradiction exists between the stationarity assumption upon which usual spectral concepts are based and the fact that such spectral expression cannot be associated with a stationary process.

However, in practice, the paradox is resolved because observations are always band limited due to finite span and discrete sampling and thus render us capable of avoiding the nonintegrable singularities implied by the ideal mathematical model. We can always obtain a finite-power noise time series, whose power spectrum is well defined and follows the power law. Consequently, the correlation function of this finite-power power law process can be obtained by applying the Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) to the power spectrum.

Due to the dilemma discussed above, there have been a number of subtleties arising in the development of the covariance for the $1/f$ spectral behavior. For example, Zhang et al. (1997) provide a flicker noise covariance matrix that is derived based on an algorithm by Gardner (1978) (Williams et al., 2004). In addition, Williams (2003a) constructs a flicker noise covariance matrix based on a transformation matrix given by Hosking (1981), the derivation of which uses the fractional differencing/integrating method. Thus, we also compare these three covariance matrices generated by different methods: the first one, referred to Flicker-I, is generated by the IFT of the $1/f$ power spectrum, as discussed above; Flicker-II and Flicker-III are the covariance matrices given by Zhang et al. (1997) and Williams (2003a), respectively. We focus on whether or not the different forms of covariance matrix for flicker noise would significantly alter the velocity uncertainty estimate.

Figure 1 shows the samples of the synthesized noise time series of different types.

2.4. The Zero-Frequency Component of Power Spectrum

The correlation function can be obtained by applying the IFT to the power spectrum of the noise that always has finite power in practice. Before applying the IFT to obtain the correlation function, we set the discrete power spectrum value at $f = 0$ (i.e., $P_x(0)$) to be $0 \text{ mm}^2/\text{cpy}$ for the decade-long noise series. This is equivalent to removing the mean values $\mu_x$ of the noise before any statistical analysis.

Assigning different values to $P_x(0)$ only changes the variance of the mean of the noise samples but does not alter the correlation statistics once the mean has been removed. For a noise time series with $N$ values, since its power spectrum $P_x(k)$ and correlation function $\phi_c(\tau)$ are a Fourier transform pair, their relation is given by the Parseval’s theorem (Titchmarsh, 1968):

$$\frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} P_x(k)^2 = \sum_{\tau=0}^{N-1} \phi_c(\tau)^2. \quad (13)$$

It can be seen from equation (13) that a zero-frequency component change of $\Delta P_x(0)$ offsets the correlation function by $\Delta \phi_c = \Delta P_x(0)/N$. Figure 2a compares the correlation functions of the decade-long daily flicker noise having different $P_x(0)$ values. They are obtained by applying the IFT to the $1/f$ spectra whose zero-frequency components are modified to different values. It can be seen from Figure 2a that when the value of $P_x(0)$ is increased from $0 \text{ mm}^2/\text{cpy}$ to $10,000 \text{ mm}^2/\text{cpy}$ and $30,000 \text{ mm}^2/\text{cpy}$, the correlation function is shifted by $\Delta \phi_c = 10,000/(2 \times 3,652 - 1) = 1.37 \text{ mm}^2$ and $\Delta \phi_c = 30,000/(2 \times 3,652 - 1) = 4.11 \text{ mm}^2$, respectively. Figure 2b shows three sample noise time series synthesized by using the three modified power spectra.

Larger $P_x(0)$ value implies larger variance of the mean of the realized random noise, but the estimated velocity uncertainties are always the same independent of the values assigned to $P_x(0)$. Take the offset-free case for example. Although the covariance matrices constructed from the correlation functions shown in Figure 2a...
are different, the estimated sigmas for the parameters of $r$, $a_1$, and $a_2$ are all the same, having the values of 0.27 mm/yr and 0.31 and 0.31 mm, respectively. Meanwhile, different $P_e(0)$ values do produce different sigma estimates for the constant term $c$, which are 1.46, 1.87, and 2.50 mm when $P_e(0)$ takes the values of 0 mm$^2$/cpy, 10,000 mm$^2$/cpy and 30,000 mm$^2$/cpy, respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Analysis of Simulated Data
In Figure 3a, the velocity uncertainties, estimated by assuming different noise models, are plotted against the number of parameters representing evenly space offsets within a decade-long daily position time series. The results are also listed in Table A1. It can be seen that the correlated noise models always produce larger velocity uncertainties than the white noise model when there is no offset parameter in the estimation. For example, the estimated velocity uncertainty for the white noise model is 0.006 mm/yr, whereas the value is 0.092 mm/yr for the Flicker I model, about 15.3 times greater, even though both noise time series have the same RMS scatter of the residuals. When parameters are added representing evenly spaced offsets into the analysis of the noise time series, the estimated velocity uncertainty grows as the number of offset parameters increases for all the noise models. As shown in Figure 3a, when the number of offset parameters is less than 17, the correlated noise models being tested induce greater velocity uncertainties than that associated with the white noise. However, as the number of offset parameters further grows, the velocity uncertainties for the white noise starts to exceed those for the correlated noise models.

For flicker noise, we compare three different covariance forms as discussed in section 2. Among the three different covariances, the Flicker-II and Flicker-III produce the maximal and minimal velocity uncertainties respectively, while the velocity uncertainties associated with the Flicker-I are in between. The differences

Figure 1. Samples of the simulated noise time series of different types, including white noise (wn), first-order Gauss-Markov (fgm) noise, fractal white noise (frac wn), flicker noise, fractal random walk (frac rw), random walk, and the mixture of white noise and flick noise (fn+wn). For each noise type, the mean RMS of the 400 simulated time series is 1 mm.
Figure 2. (a) The autocorrelation functions generated by the IFT of the 1/f power spectrum, whose zero-frequency value $P_e(0)$ is set to be 0 mm$^2$/cpy, 10,000 mm$^2$/cpy, and 30,000 mm$^2$/cpy, respectively. (b) The sample flicker noise time series synthesized based on the three modified power spectra. The mean values are compared among the three samples, illustrating that greater $P_e(0)$ is more likely to produce a random realization with larger mean value.

in the estimated velocity uncertainties between Flicker-II and Flicker-III decrease as the number of offset parameters increases. The maximal difference is 0.005 mm/yr, which is less than one tenth of the uncertainty magnitude by assuming flicker noise. Thus, the differences among the three covariances have negligible impact on the velocity uncertainty assessment for flicker noise.

For each given number of offset parameters, we can calculate an inflation factor as the ratio of the estimated velocity uncertainty to the “offset-free” velocity uncertainty. The results are listed in Table A2 and shown in Figure 3b for all the noise models. For a given number of offset parameters, the calculated

Figure 3. (a) Velocity uncertainties estimated using different noise models when the number of parameters representing evenly spaced offsets increases from 0 to 21 for a decade-long daily noise time series. (b) Similar to (a), except that for each noise model, the uncertainties are divided by the uncertainty when there is no offset parameter in the estimation (“offset free”). Such ratio is defined as the inflation factor, reflecting how many times the uncertainty with offset parameters is greater than the “offset-free” uncertainty. The noise models in the legend are arranged in descending order of the sensitivity of the velocity uncertainty to estimating offsets.
Figure 4. Comparison between the analytical forms of $a + bx$ and $a + b\sqrt{x}$ for fitting the increase of velocity uncertainties with the addition of offset parameters. The observational noise is assumed to be flicker noise.

inflation factors are different for the noise models. The white noise and the RW noise show the maximum and minimum uncertainty inflations, respectively. The velocity uncertainty grows by a factor of 22 when 21 offset parameters are included in the estimation assuming the white noise, consistent with that concluded by Williams (2003a). In contrast, the uncertainty growth in the RW case is more marginal, only by a factor of 1.3 when the number of offset parameters increases from 0 to 21, that it can be barely seen in Figure 3b. That is, the strong temporal correlation in RW noise enlarges the uncertainty of the velocity estimate on the one hand and mitigates the impact of estimating offsets on velocity uncertainties on the other hand. Figure 3b also shows that the inflation factors increase with the addition of offset parameters for all the noise models. The inflation factors and the velocity uncertainties are almost linearly proportional to the number of offsets. This disagrees with the dependence form of $a + b\sqrt{x}$ (where $x$ is number of offset parameters) as suggested by Griffiths and Ray (2016). Comparing the RMS of residuals, we find that the linear fit ($a + bx$) always outperforms the square-root fit ($a + b\sqrt{x}$) for all the noise models, except the FOGM models with correlation length of 10 and 20 days. In the case of flicker noise, for a given number of offsets, we calculate the RMS scatters of the velocity estimates for the 400 simulated noise time series. As shown in Figure 4, these RMS values closely follow the velocity uncertainties associated with the flicker noise as the number of offsets increases. The linear fit results in a much smaller RMS of residuals (0.007 mm/yr) than that of the square-root fit (0.011 mm/yr). However, if the assumption of white noise is made in the velocity estimation, we always obtain larger velocity RMSs than those calculated by using the correct noise covariance matrix, and the white noise estimates are better fitted by the square-root model, particularly when the number of offsets is less than 5. Therefore, the white noise assumption in the estimation of site velocities by Griffiths and Ray (2016) would explain why they obtain the dependence of the square-root form. Figure 4 also shows that estimating with the white noise assumption in the presence of the correlated noise increases the impact of offsets. More detailed discussions can be found in section 4.

For each of the noise models in Figure 3b, we fit a linear trend to the inflation factors, which reflects the rate of increase of the inflation factor as the number of offset parameters grows and thus measures the sensitivity of the velocity uncertainty to offsets. Although the linear model does not necessarily represent the best fit for the 10- and 20-day FOGM models, the fitted linear trends represent the average sensitivity for these two models. The fitted linear trends for all the noise models are listed in Table A2.

Figure 5 compares the sensitivities for all the noise models. The white noise exhibits the greatest sensitivity; the inflation factor increases by 0.996 every time a new offset parameter is added. In other words, every additional offset parameter increases the velocity uncertainty by 99.6% of the “offset-free” value. As can be seen from Figure 5 and Table A2, the sensitivity decays when the noise becomes more temporally correlated, and different noise types show different decay characteristics. For the FOGM models, the sensitivity ($s$) decays as the correlation length ($l$) increases, from 0.996 when the correlation length is 0 day (i.e., white noise) to 0.001 when the correlation length increases to 600 days. The decay can be well described by a power law form, $s(l) \propto l^{-\alpha}$, with $\alpha = -1.34$. For the power law noise, the sensitivity decreases as the spectral index $\kappa$ becomes more negative. When $\kappa$ decreases from 0 (white noise) to $-2$ (RW), the sensitivity decreases from 0.996 to 0.0001. The decay follows the form of the normal distribution, that is, $s(\kappa) \propto e^{-\kappa^2/2\sigma^2}$ with $\sigma$ estimated to be 0.45. For the mixture of flicker noise and white noise, the sensitivity decays as the percentage ($p$) of the flicker noise amplitude increases. The decay also follows the power law form $s(p) \propto p^\alpha$ with $\alpha$ estimated to be $-0.78$. Figure 5 thus allows the quantitative assessment of the impact of offsets on site velocity uncertainties for different noise models, as well as the mutual comparisons among them. For example, as shown in Figure 5, the power law noise with $\kappa = -0.8$, the combined model with the amplitude ratio of 3:5 between the flicker noise and the white noise, and the FOGM with the correlation length of about 20 days result in the similar sensitivities to offsets. Figure 5 also shows that the sensitivity of flicker noise is comparable to that of the FOGM model with the correlation length of about 30 days.
Figure 5. The sensitivities of rate uncertainty to offsets for different noise models. For the FOGM models, the power law models and the combined models of flicker noise and white noise and the sensitivities (s) are plotted against the correlation length (l) in red, the power spectral index (κ) in blue, and the percentage of the flicker noise amplitude (p) in orange, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the fitted analytical forms describing the sensitivity decay for different noise types.

Although the simulation analysis is based on the decade-long time series, it can be shown that, for white and RW noise, when the length of the time series is much larger than the number of offsets, the sensitivity does not change. For other noise models, the sensitivity derived by analyzing GPS position time series having the average length of 14 years is consistent with the simulation study based on decade-long time series (see section 3.2).

3.2. Analysis of Plate Boundary Observatory results

We have evaluated the inferences from section 3.1 by analysis of the geodetic time series available from the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) based in North America (Herring et al., 2016). We analyzed the combined PBO position time series available through UNAVCO for the period 1 January 1996 to 15 September 2018. This period covers all the combined GPS products available for PBO. We restricted our analysis to the 1954 sites with more than 10 years of data. For each of these time series, we added between 1 and 19 offset parameters, uniformly spaced, to the existing parameterization of these time series, and reanalyzed the time series using the standard processing methods discussed in (Herring et al., 2016). The existing parameterizations included offsets for antenna and radome changes, earthquakes with possible postseismic log time dependence, and offsets that had been visually identified in the time series. The correlated noise modeling was based on the first-order Gauss-Markov Extrapolation (FOGMEM) algorithm discussed and analyzed in Floyd and Herring (2019). This algorithm uses the dependence of the \( \chi^2 \) per degree of freedom of means of time series residuals over successively longer averaging times to infer the long-term correlated noise characteristics. The algorithm can either rescale parameter standard deviations from a white noise weighted least squares solution or estimate the parameters with a Kalman filter with a RW process noise value determined such that the standard deviation of the velocity estimate matches the rescaled white noise weighted least squares solution. Since the noise characterization algorithm uses residuals to a time series fit, the RW process noise will change as offset parameters are added and so for individual time series, the standard deviations of the velocity estimates may increase or decrease as offset parameters are added. In order to examine the overall characteristics of the impact of adding offset parameters, we used medians of statistical properties in bins of 150 stations after the stations had been sorted by their RW process noise values. The choice...
of 150-station bin was a compromise between having a reasonable number of bins for the RW process noise characteristics and averaging the station-to-station variability due to individual realizations.

We show the two main results from this analysis in Figures 6 and 7. We examine two basic statistics (1) medians of the ratio of velocity standard deviation with added offset parameters to the standard deviation with no additional offsets (Figure 6) and (2) the ratio of the absolute value of the change in the velocity estimate, when offset parameters are added, to the velocity standard deviation of the velocity estimate with the added offset parameters (Figure 7). These values are shown as function of RW process noise. Small values of the RW process noise correspond to processes dominated by white noise. For white noise, the results in Figure 3 show that the velocity estimate standard deviation should increase proportionally with the number of offsets. The times series analyzed here had a median value of 1.6 offsets per time series with the average length of the time series being almost 14 years. The values in Figure 6 at small values of the RW process noise are similar to the noise simulations once the initial number of offsets already in the time series is accounted for. At the median value of 0.08 mm²/yr RW process noise for the PBO time series, Figure 6 shows only a 14% increase in the standard deviation of the velocity if an additional offset is added to the middle of the existing time series. Offsets in the middle of the time series have the most impact and hence this value is an upper bound on the effects of adding a new offset.

In addition to analyzing the changes in the standard deviations of the velocity estimates, we also examined the changes in the velocity estimates themselves when offset parameters were added. The medians of the absolute values of the change in velocity estimate from its initial estimate when between 1 and 19 parameters representing uniformly spaced offsets are added divided by the standard deviation of the estimate with the added offsets are shown in Figure 7. The standard deviations of the velocity estimates with one added offset parameter are shown on the right axis in this figure. We see from the figure that at larger values of the process noise values (more temporally correlated time series) the changes in velocity estimates are consistent with the standard deviations of the estimates but at smaller values of the process noise the changes are larger than would be expected given the standard deviations of the estimates. At the median value of the process noise, the changes are about twice the size expected based on the standard deviations independent of the number of offsets. (The velocity changes increase with the number of offsets proportional to the standard deviation of the estimates). The factor of two difference between the changes and their standard deviations is consistent with the conclusion of Floyd and Herring (2019) that the FOGMEX algorithm underestimates

![Figure 6](image_url) **Figure 6.** Median values of the ratio of the velocity estimate standard deviation from the Kalman filter analysis with the number of offset parameters added shown in the legend to the velocity estimate standard deviation when no additional offset parameters are added as a function of the median random walk (RW) process noise values in bins of 150 stations when the stations are sorted by increasing process noise. The vertical red line is the median process noise value for the 1954 PBO stations analyzed.

![Figure 7](image_url) **Figure 7.** Left axis, ratio of the median values of the absolute value of velocity estimate changes from the Kalman filter analysis and the standard deviation of the velocity estimate with the additional offset parameters added according to the legend in Figure 6 shown as a function the median random walk (RW) process noise values as defined in Figure 6. Right axis and black lines show the median velocity estimate standard deviation with no additional offsets (solid line) and with one additional offset in the center of the time series (dashed line).
Figure 8. (a) The ratio between the velocity estimate standard deviations with and without additional offset parameters, analyzed based on the FOGMEX method for six sites whose RW process noise values in the north component are the 10%, 40%, 60%, 85%, 90%, and 92% quantiles of all the PBO sites we analyzed. (b) The ratio of the absolute value of velocity estimate changes from the FOGMEX analysis to the standard deviation of the velocity estimate with additional offset parameters added. (c) The same as (a) but analyzed using the MLE method. The inferred best noise model is the combination of power law noise and white noise, with the power index of $\alpha$ and the white noise fraction of $f$. (d) The same as (b) but analyzed using the MLE method.

The velocity standard deviations when the process noise is a combination of flicker and white noise. Since the rescaling of the FOGMEX standard deviations would be applied across all analyses and does not depend on the number of offset parameters added, the conclusion from Figure 6 of the changes in standard deviations remains valid. The underestimation of the standard deviation is more pronounced for small values of the process noise where white noise dominates. For the PBO time series, adding an additional offset, at the middle of the times series, will change the velocity estimates by about 0.11 mm/yr. This value is computed from the difference of the velocity estimate variances with no offsets and one added offset, scaled by the ratio of the absolute velocity changes divided by their standard deviations at the median value. Offsets added at other times will have less impact on the velocity estimates.

Figure 8 shows the results of representative sites with different RW process noise values in the north component. Consistent with the results shown in Figure 6, when additional offset parameters are successively added in the estimation, the rate of increase of the velocity standard deviation becomes smaller as the RW process noise value (i.e., the degree of temporal correlation) increases. In addition, as shown in Figure 8b, when additional offset parameters are added, the ratio of the changes in velocity estimate to the standard deviations of the velocity estimate does not show obvious dependence on the number of offsets added.

Besides the FOGMEX technique, we also use the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) technique, as implemented by Bos et al. (2013), to estimate the optimal noise model for the representative sites, based on which the impact of estimating offsets is further assessed. We compare six different noise models, including (1) white noise, (2) flicker noise, (3) RW noise, (4) power law noise, (5) the combination of flicker noise and white noise, and (6) the combination of power law noise and white noise. The noise model with the
minimum Akaike Information Criteria is selected as the best noise model used for the velocity estimation. For all the sites we analyzed, the combination of power law noise and white noise always represents the best noise model, although the estimated fraction of the white noise component and the power index $\kappa$ are different from site to site. As shown in Figure 8c, the velocity estimate standard deviations, which are derived based on the MLE-inferred best noise models, are less sensitive to the inclusion of additional offset parameters when compared with the FOGMEX analysis, particularly for the sites with small RW process noise values. It would suggest that MLE-inferred correlations are even more important than implied by the FOGMEX analysis and might also explain why the FOGMEX underestimate the standard deviations of velocity changes with added offsets by a factor of 3.5, compared to 2 at the median RW process noise. Therefore, instead of analyzing all the PBO time series using the MLE, which would be time consuming, we consider the result of the fast FOGMEX analysis as the upper bound on the impact of estimating offsets. As shown in Figure 8c, once an additional offset parameter is added to the middle of the time series, the increases in the velocity standard deviation are 10%, 7%, 8%, 5%, 4%, and 8%, respectively, for the six sites we analyzed, consistent with the FOGMEX results at the median RW process noise value. The ratio of the changes in velocity estimate to velocity estimate standard deviations has a median value of 0.6 (Figure 8d).

4. Discussion

Griffiths and Ray (2016) assess the impact of GNSS position offsets on station velocity uncertainties by analyzing the position time series of IGB08 reference stations. They conclude that the present level of position offsets in the IGS operational products, which is 0.9 offsets per site per decade, has great impact on all three components of the site velocity estimates. Particularly for the vertical component, compared with the ideal situation if no offsets existed in the IGS time series, the current IGS official offsets increase the WRMS scatter of the velocity estimates to 0.34 mm/yr on average, which is 30% larger than the mean formal error. They also conclude that if the number of offsets doubles, which is likely considering that the updated detection approach for the IGS second reprocessing increases the average number of offsets to 1.8 per station, the WRMS will increase by 40% to 0.48 mm/yr.

In Griffiths and Ray (2016), the site velocity, together with station coordinates and daily Earth Orientation Parameters (EOPs), is estimated by stacking weekly geocentric station coordinates and daily EOPs estimates using the CATREF software developed for the ITRF combinations (Altamimi et al., 2002). However, during the stacking, the temporal correlation of the position noise has not been accounted for. The approach thus overestimates the impact on the site velocity uncertainties as the number of offsets increases, as shown in Figure 4.

Based on our analysis, the temporal correlation within GPS site position noise considerably reduces the impact of estimating offsets on the estimated site velocity uncertainties. For a decade-long daily position time series, the white noise leads to the greatest increase of 48% (from 0.012 to 0.017 mm/yr) in the velocity uncertainty after doubling the number of offsets from 1 offset at the middle of the time series to 2 evenly spaced offsets. This result is more consistent with that of Griffiths and Ray (2016) since the temporal correlation of the observational noise has not been accounted for in their analysis. For all the correlated noise models, the temporal correlations greatly reduce the sensitivities to offsets when the correct noise covariance matrices are used.

In addition, our results show that in general the estimated velocity uncertainties vary proportionally with the number of offsets $x$, rather than $\sqrt{x}$ as suggested by Griffiths and Ray (2016), for all the noise models except the 10- and 20-day FOGM models. As shown in Figure 4, the square-root fit could result from the simplified white noise assumption in the site velocity estimation. Based on the fitted square-root function, Griffiths and Ray (2016) extrapolate the site velocity RMS (which is used to measure the velocity uncertainty) if no offsets existed in the IGS site position time series and conclude that the current number of offsets increases the site velocity uncertainty by 0.34 mm/yr in the vertical component. However, as shown in Figure 4, their analysis could overestimate the impact.

Almost all analyses of GNSS data sets show that a more appropriate model characterizing the noise in GNSS position time series would be closer to a combination of flicker noise plus white noise. For the flicker noise itself, doubling the number of offsets (from a single offset at the middle of the time series to 2 evenly spaced offsets) within the decade-long time series results in an increase of the velocity uncertainty estimate by 8.7%, that is, from 0.104 to 0.113 mm/yr. When the flicker noise is mixed with white noise, the velocity uncertainty estimate remains insensitive to offsets unless the white noise component dominates. For example, for the mixed model with the flicker-to-white noise amplitude ratio of 5:3, which is suggested by
Mao et al. (1999), the rate uncertainty increases by 11% (increases from 0.092 to 0.102 mm/yr) after the number of offsets increases from 1 to 2, slightly greater than the result of the pure flicker noise. When the white noise component increases such that flicker-to-white noise amplitude ratio is 3:5, the velocity uncertainty estimate becomes more sensitive to the number of offsets, increasing by 14% (from 0.059 to 0.067 mm/yr) when the number of offsets increases from 1 to 2. Nevertheless, the estimated inflations of the velocity uncertainties for both cases (flicker noise dominates vs. white noise dominates) are much smaller than the inflation of 40% estimated by Griffiths and Ray (2016) if the number of offsets doubles in the future. Furthermore, based on the analysis of PBO site time series, we found that adding one additional offset would increase the median velocity standard deviation by 14%, consistent with the conclusion of the simulation study.

One recommendation by Griffiths and Ray (2016) is the strict configuration control at IGS reference frame stations in order to limit the impact of potentially induced offsets on site velocity uncertainty estimates. However, the equipment replacement, such as replacing an old antenna with a newer model that allows the full GNSS frequency band to be observed, is critical to improve the overall GNSS data quality. Our study shows that, given the current level of noise correlation, the addition of offsets has limited impact on site velocity uncertainty if the correct noise covariance matrix is used. It is still practical to try to carefully measure the offset due to equipment changes by making local measurements before and after the equipment change. The necessary equipment update would only improve the site velocity estimation and thus the reference frame stability.

Our conclusions are based on using the correct covariance of the correlated noise in the estimation, which is computationally intensive. If the estimation assumes white noise despite the presence of correlated noise, as implemented by the programs such as CATREF and GLBOK, the assessed impact of offsets is still not as large as when the observational noise is purely white noise.

5. Conclusion

In order to meet the demands for monitoring long-term variations of the Earth system (e.g., tectonic deformations, sea level changes, temporal gravity variations etc.), the geodetic community is striving to realize and maintain a reference frame with accuracy at the level of 1 mm and stability at the level of 0.1 mm/yr (Gross et al., 2009). Future reprocessings of reference station data need account for new position offsets, which would be detected by improved detection algorithm or induced by earthquakes and necessary station maintenance. It is thus important to understand how offsets in GNSS position time series affect the accurate reference frame realization.

For all noise types, uncertainties of site velocity estimates increase as the number of offsets increases. When a decade-long daily position time series is analyzed, for all the noise models studied in this work except the 10- and 20-day FOGM models, the estimated velocity uncertainty increases proportionally to the number of position offsets. How fast the uncertainty increases depends on the degree of temporal correlation of the noise. The more temporally correlated the noise is the less sensitive the estimated velocity uncertainty is to offsets. The uncorrelated white noise yields the greatest uncertainty inflation rate as the number of offsets increases. For a decade-long daily time series, every additional offset increases the velocity uncertainty by 99.6% of the value when no offset exists. In contrast, for RW noise, in which any pair of errors is correlated however far apart they are in time, the velocity uncertainty only increases by 0.01% of the “offset-free” value per extra offset. The dependence of the sensitivity on the degree of correlation can be described by using analytical expressions. For FOGM models, the sensitivity decays as the correlation length increases, following a power law form. For power law noise models, the sensitivity decays as the power spectral index becomes more negative, following the decaying form of a normal distribution, and for the combination of flicker noise and white noise, the sensitivity decays with the increasing percentage of flicker noise amplitude, following a power law form.

It has long been known that GNSS position noise is temporally correlated, and the simplified assumption of white noise significantly underestimates the velocity uncertainty. Our results show that the white noise assumption overestimates the impact of position offsets on velocity uncertainty estimates as well. Based on the analyses of typical GPS position time series, the best model describing the position noise is the combination of flicker noise plus white noise. When the flicker-to-white noise amplitude ratio is 5:3 Mao et al. (1999), increasing the number of offsets from 1 to 2 only inflates the velocity uncertainty by 11%, which is much smaller than the increase of 40%, which is estimated by neglecting the temporal correlation of the
noise Griffiths and Ray (2016). Based on the analysis of 1954 PBO position time series, we find that adding one additional offset to the PBO time series would increase the median velocity standard deviation by 14%. The impact of offsets depends on the noise type, but not on the noise magnitude. Since there is no significant difference in the spectral characteristics of north, east, and vertical component noise (Mao et al., 1999), the estimated impact of offsets would be the same for all three position components.

In conclusion, the temporal correlation, which commonly exists among GNSS site position noise, considerably mitigates the impact of position offsets on site velocity uncertainties when the correct covariance matrix is used in estimation. The simplified assumption of white noise overestimates the impact of offsets. Thus, the existence and potential addition of position offsets will not significantly undermine the stability of reference frame realizations until the temporal correlation of GNSS position noise could be reduced sufficiently. Our results suggest that, in current efforts of high-quality reference frame realization, it is unnecessary to excessively limit position offsets, which are often inevitably induced by earthquakes or the necessary site maintenance/updates ensuring high-quality observations. Instead, it is critical to reduce the temporal correlation of GNSS position noise through improved modelings of nonlinear site motions, the orbit, atmospheric delays, multipath mitigation, antenna/receiver updates and so on.

## Appendix A

In the appendix, we include the estimated velocity uncertainties associated with different noise models by assuming different numbers of offsets within a decadelong daily position time series (Table A1). We also include in Table A2 the velocity uncertainty inflation factors, which are calculated as the ratio of the velocity uncertainty estimate with offsets to that without offsets for a given noise model.

### Table A1

*Estimated velocity uncertainties (in unit of mmyr$^{-1}$) by assuming different noise models for a decade-long daily position time series*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th># of offset parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white noise</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fngm [0.8 days]</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fngm [5 days]</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fngm [10 days]</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fngm [20 days]</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fngm [50 days]</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fngm [120 days]</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fngm [180 days]</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fngm [360 days]</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fngm [600 days]</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frac wn [-0.6]</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frac wn [-0.8]</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flicker I</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flicker II</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flicker III</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frac rw [-1.4]</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frac rw [-1.6]</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random walk</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn+wn [1:4]</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn+wn [3:5]</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn+wn [5:3]</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn+wn [4:1]</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The offset parameters in the estimation represent evenly-spaced offsets within the time series.
Velocity uncertainty inflation factors when parameters representing evenly-space offsets within a decade-long daily position time series are included in the estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white noise</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>15.95</td>
<td>17.94</td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td>21.93</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fogn [0.8 days]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>11.85</td>
<td>13.83</td>
<td>15.79</td>
<td>17.76</td>
<td>19.69</td>
<td>21.52</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fogn [5 days]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fogn [10 days]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fogn [20 days]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fogn [50 days]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fogn [120 days]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fogn [180 days]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fogn [360 days]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fogn [600 days]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The inflation factor is defined as the ratio of the velocity uncertainty estimate to that without offsets. The sensitivity of velocity uncertainties to position offsets is measured by the fitted linear increasing rate of the inflation factor as the number of offsets increases.
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